
 
 
To:         The Honorable Philip Rodgers, Jr. 

Leelanau County Circuit Court 
328 South Washington Street 
Traverse City, Michigan 49684 

From:      Bill Meserve-Glen Lake Association/Water Level Committee 
Subject:  Third Quarter Report 2016, re Glen Lake and Crystal River Operations 
 
 
Glen Lake level has been below our target most of the summer due to the normal summer drought.  
Evaporation and lack of rain again proved to be a bigger factor in lake level than the dam. The lake 
level drop-off is typical of most years.  (See historical level curves in Appendix A.)  The lake did 
not drop below 596.60, the trigger level for the water sharing plan which forces us to drop river 
flow below 31 cubic feet per second. 

Usually in September or October we get lots of rain.  This year, in late August we had a nice storm 
which brought the lake up.  Currently, Glen Lake is finally within targets.  

The following chart shows the lake level this summer compared to our Court agreed target.  Notice 
that the target is dropping now as we approach the winter level, which is about 3.5 inches lower 
than the summer level.   

 

 
 
 
The next chart shows Crystal River flow, the dam setting, and the acceptable minimum flow.  The 
blue line is flow at the dam in cubic feet per second.  During the third quarter, until September, 
river flow was kept close to the minimum to conserve lake level as the dam was kept as high as 
possible.  We made 7 dam changes in the quarter.  For instance, on the Sept 9 and 10 we changed 
the dam from 12.5 inches down to 3 inches in two steps, to increase to flow as the lake level shot 
above the target due to a good rain storm. 



    

 
 
 
 
 
We continue to make twice weekly visits to the dam, in reasonable weather, to make manual 
readings, clean the solar panel, and do a visual inspection.   
 
Culverts #3 (which is the most frequent spot for flow blockage) has not been a problem this 
quarter.  And with river levels low there has been no breaching upstream.  But we are mindfull of 
last winter, when flow was high. We had several minor breaching events at lower river levels (as 
measured at the culverts) than in the past.  We keep an eye on the problem, since a small breach 
from one part of the river to another could erode into a large flow, cutting off flow to that part of 
the river which goes into Glen Arbor and back.  In the past we have put out the idea of hardening 
this breach with cement so it would be a permanent flood relief if any of culverts #3 plug.  This 
idea was rejected by the Park Service.  The breach area is located on private property.   
 
We have not determined if there are certain trees laying in the river that are causing a flow 
obsturction downstream of the breach point.  Water Level Committee members made several 
kayak trips on the river from the breach to culverts #3 looking for flow obstructions at the 
numberous trees laying into the river.  Nothing was obvious at the low flows we have been 
experiencing all summer.  We recently make a few trips when the water flow was near 70 cfs.  Still 
no obvious blockage, but we will keep looking.  If we find a culprit, we may have to work with the 
Park Service before we can remove the problem tree/brush.  The following map shows the problem 
area. 
 
 



 
 
This quarter we have been having ongoing problems with ATT connections from our modems to 
Cal Killen’s computer where our data is made into the graphs we use to monitor conditions.  We 
were forced to upgrade the modems to 3G modems (since ATT will no longer recognize 2G 
equipment).  This change made our data connection worse.  The system we have now, which was 
designed by Cal, is the same as being used or planned at Crystal Lake and Lake Leelanau,.  ATT 
has not been helpful in fixing the problem.  Data is interrupted several times a week usually for 
only for two or three hours.  No data is lost since the on-site data loggers are recording, but we are 
accustomed to hourly data updates from the dam and narrows gauges.  When we miss the readings 
for a few hours, we get nervous, like teenagers who have lost their cell phones.  Cal has a team 
looking at alternate ways to get data delivered.  One alternate is to try a new carrier, T Mobile, for 
a month to see if that solves the problem.  T Mobile does not have a special rate for data only lines, 
so using them would double our monthly cost.  . 

Over recent years, we have had beach erosion complaints from several families on the northeast 
side of Big Glen.  They have documented loss of up to 25 feet of beach depth since (but never 
before) we had the new dam and new operation management system.   They are not sure what time 
of year the loss occurs.  Jim Dutmers and I have met with some of these families.  We believe their 
data, but have not been able to convince them that we have not really changed anything about how 
the lake rises and falls or how currents might eat beaches away.  These families have unusually 
deep sand beaches which they claim is natural.  The Glen Lake Association believes that beach 
loss happens because they do not have any vegetation to hold the sand. Loss probably occurs 
anytime high waves attack the beach and especially when the ice is breaking up and high winds 
push the ice into the beach.  See Appendix A for a Google map of the area.  
 
 
For the WLC, 
Bill Meserve 
Water Level Chair  
 



Appendix A 
 
The following chart shows the last 10 years of lake level data.  It can be seen that from July 
through August and sometimes September, the level is usually low with none of the sharp upshifts 
indicating rain events: 

 
 
Compare the above with the following years from 80s and 90s.  The same pattern occurred then, 
Lake level falling in summer, high in winter.  Data is also available going back into the 1950s. 

 

 



 

The area which has experienced beach erosion is the deep sand beach in the lower center of this 
Google map. 

 

 
 
 


